Q: What is a Living Learning Community (LLC)?
Living Learning Communities (LLCs) are specialized groups of 15-25 first-year students who share a common living space, take classes together, and participate in activities based on their chosen LLC.

Q: What is the role of the coordinator?
Coordinators are the primary contact, organizer, liaison among LLC students, teaching faculty, and LLC program specialist.

Q: What is a thematic versus an academic-based LLC?
Thematic LLCs are based on a common theme or relate to a specific topic, i.e., SPECTRUM. Academic-based LLCs are based on an academic major, i.e., Chemistry.

Q: How do I choose courses for LLCs?
All students, academic and thematic, will be enrolled in LLC-specific sections of SEM 101 and 102. Students in thematic LLCs will be enrolled in LLC-specific sections of a general education course, such as English 101 and 102. Academic LLCs require two academic-related courses, one each for the fall and spring semesters.

Q: What are LLC events and activities?
Activities and events relate to the academic or thematic content of the LLC.

Q: How can I get started developing a new LLC?
First, decide if the LLC is needed at NSU. Next, identify who the LLC will serve. Finally, write out the intended goals for the proposed LLC and decide if they align with the goals of NSU and the LLC program.

Q: How do I establish Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs)?
Identify what you want the LLC to accomplish over the academic year. Make sure your SLOs are measurable and observable outcomes.

Click HERE to fill out the 2022-2023 LLC Proposal Form.
Additional questions? Email LLC Program Specialist, Rachel Vincitore: revincitore@nsu.edu